
 

Operational Leaders 
created out of a need to cope more efficiently working across 3 time zones: strike, shoot and prep. 

Accountant, Art Dept. Manager, Construction Manager, Set Decorator 

ART DEPT. ACCOUNTANT 

Dates required *subject to change: 7 weeks (5 day weeks prep, 6 day weeks shoot) 
18/05/11 to 06/07/11 
Office-based , central London

This is a vital new role at the low/mid-budget level of programme making so it will be a chance to 
make it your own.  It is intended as a FINANCIAL position, principally office-based close to production, 
holding sole responsibility for the design budget.  This role aims to reduce the workload of buyers, im-
prove efficiency, and administrate in areas when the art department has neither an art director nor 
props master. 

Responsibilities will include: 
Design Budget/Accounting 
Petty cash administration 
‘Desktop’  (internet/phone based) buying 
Administration of purchase/hire orders 
Action Vehicle co-ordination if applicable 
Consolidating & presenting the budget at the end of production 

Skills required: 
Excellent organizational & budgeting skills 
Willingness to work closely with the Set Decorator 
Good communication links with production & suppliers 
Good knowledge of desk-based buying 
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ART DEPT. MANAGER 

Dates required *subject to change:  6 weeks (5 day weeks prep, 6 day weeks shoot) 
     23/05/11 to 03/07/11 
     Mainly office-based, central London

This is a new role at the low/mid-budget level of programme making so it will be a chance to make it 
your own.  It is intended as a LOGISTICAL position, principally office-based close to production, hold-
ing sole responsibility for how the art department is managed on a daily basis.  This role aims to re-
duce breaks in lines of communication, improve efficiency and administrate in areas when the art de-
partment has neither an art director nor props master. 

Responsibilities will include: 
Being the one conduit for all information in & out of the department 
Department labour co-ordination/crew scheduling 
Working closely with the Construction Manager 
Department administration (phone, email, networking) 
Logistics of purchase/hire orders: co-ordinating transport, prop pick ups & returns 
Assistance in graphics processing & printing. 

Skills required: 
Excellent organizational, managerial & IT skills 
Confident communication links with teams, production dept & external suppliers 
Good knowledge of art department & production processes 
Ideally own a Mac laptop (but not essential) and have good knowledge of Mac 
applications, Photoshop & Illustrator. 
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The Teams 
created out of a need to cope more efficiently working at 3 different multi-purpose locations 

Location Art Directors, Props Assistants 

LOCATION ART DIRECTOR 
There are vacancies for 3 Location Art Directors: 

This is a new role at the low/mid-budget level of programme making so it will be a chance to make it 
your own.  It is intended as a hands-on position, running a team that has been assigned to a specific 
group of sets based at one location.  It combines the responsibilities of a buyer, set dresser, prop mas-
ter and standby and will be seeing the design of sets on a location through from concept to shoot. 

The 3 principal multi-purpose locations will be: 1) TV Centre, 2) Manor House Estate, and 3) Various 
Central London/City locations.  All are TBC at this stage. 

Responsibilities include:
 Managing a Props Assistant and any other daily labour required
 Cash Buying (no budget handling responsibilities but you will be closely managed by the Set  
  Decorator & Accountant)
 Dressing (under direction from myself & the Set Decorator)
 Standby Art Directing for the week’s shoot Strike/Wrap at location
 Assisting with prop disposal/returns

Skills required: 
Hands-on creativity & a keen eye 
Must thrive on responsibility, be initiative-driven & confidently self-sufficient when 
required 
Excellent knowledge of cash buying in the London areas 
Excellent organizational and time-management skills 
A great all-rounder: experience in buying, dressing & standby 
Practical prop-making, set construction/dressing & graphics skills preferable 
Great people skills & a good communicator on set 
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The Teams 
created out of a need to cope more efficiently working at 3 different multi-purpose locations 

Location Art Directors, Props Assistants 

PROPS ASSISTANT 
There are vacancies for 3 Props Assistants:

This is an assistant’s role but will demand a great deal of input, creativity and responsibility.  It is in-
tended as a hands-on props position assisting the Location Art Director, working on a specific group of 
sets based at one location.  It combines the responsibilities of an assistant buyer, set dresser, prop mas-
ter and standby props and will be seeing the design of sets on a location through from concept to 
shoot. 

The 3 principal multi-purpose locations will be: 1) TV Centre, 2) Manor House Estate, and 3) Various 
Central London/City locations.  All are TBC at this stage. 

Responsibilities include: 
 Props transport - collection, returns (must be able to drive a Luton van) 
 Petty cash buying 
 Checking off props & storing them safely on location 
 Assistant set dressing 

Standby Props duties for the week’s shoot Strike/Wrap at location
Assisting with prop disposal/returns 

Skills required: 
 Hands-on creativity & a keen eye Interest in props
 Some practical prop-making, set construction/dressing & graphics skills preferable 
 Careful driver with experience of driving in London 
 Some knowledge of London props houses/suppliers preferable 
 Excellent time-keeping 
 Must thrive on responsibility, be initiative-driven & confidently self-sufficient when required 

Great people skills & a good communicator on set 
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